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TRADES AND TRADITIONS

On this route, which is ideal for children, you will get to know in
depth some traditional production processes, the customs and the
legends of the area, and you will even be able to float like in the
Dead Sea! A fun adventure that is also dotted with treasures waiting
to be found. We guarantee you will not get bored with the trades
and traditions. At each of the stops on this trip, there is a hidden
treasure. To locate it, we provide you with coordinates and a series
of clues. We recommend that you download the free application
available from https://www.geocaching.com/play There you find all
our geo-located treasures and clues.

FROM THE EARTH TO THE TABLE

The Somontano of Barbastro has some unique products. This
climate and the hard work of its people, produce excellent wines,
oils, products from the market garden such as the pink tomato;
salt, and even kitchen utensils.

A fertile land that has managed to be recognized as an Aragon
Territory of Gastronomic Importance in 2018. In Somontano it is
impossible to get bored. Its adventure sports, as well as its incredible
gastronomy and its rich ethnographic heritage make this region an
ideal travel destination.

Another unique moment to get to know Somontano is during the
Somontano International Wine Festival. It is the chance, during the
summer, to learn more about the world of wine and one of its best
pairings: music and culture.



EL GRADO: THE CHUAQUÍN MILL

You will find the treasure at the following
coordinates: 42.149583, -0.234667
Hint: This treasure pays homage to the
workers who died in the construction
of the El Grado dam. If you want to find
it, you have to look at a big stone.
Placed by: geocondal

NAVAL: POTTERY AND SALT

EXTRACTION

You will find the treasure at the following
coordinates: 42.187633, 0.152183
Hint: On the outside of the wall See
SPOILER in Geocaching
Placed by: Ciotto

PLACES AND TREASURES

At each of the stops on this trip, there is a hidden treasure. Find all the
information about the route in

www.prepirineoclandestino.prepyr365.com



BARBASTRO: WINE CENTRE

You will find the treasure at the following
coordinates: UTM: 31T E 261971 N
4657911
The Vero River crosses Barbastro,
splitting the town almost in half, before
joining the river Cinca about 3km
downstream.
We offer you this cache to help you
discover a quiet corner of Barbastro,
from where you can also visit the
cathedral that is not far away.
Hint: Halfway up, sit down and it’s yours.
Placed by: rape1979

BUERA: OLIVE OIL MILL

You will find the treasure at the following
coordinates: 42.149167, 0.059317

Hint: To access the cache you have to
look for a very precarious path at the
back of the Hermitage. Under a rock,
covered. Placed by: TuHuesca

TREASURE

The treasure really exists. And it is
waiting for you to find it. For the game
to continue, sign on the signature sheets
and if you want, you can swap the
contents of the treasure. But do not
take it or the game will end. All the
information in:
www.prepirineoclandestino.prepyr36
5.com




